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ERRATA
HASHIZUME, Y. : On the Uniqueness of the Decomposition of a Link.
10 (1958), 283-300
p. 283, the bottom line. For "multiplicity" read "component".
p. 284, line 34. Delete "connected".
p. 284, line 35. For "genus" read "sum of the genera of each
components".
p. 292, line 13—p. 294, line 9 (including Fig. 10, 11, 12). The proof
of Case I (2) of Lemma 3 is superfluous. We need not consider this case
by the similar reason as Case II (2).
p. 294, line 12—line 13. Delete "Since there is no cut line on E,
one of M1 or M2, say M19 is contained in Qic.".
p. 296, line 6. For "Q/" read "Q7".
p. 296, line 14. For "Q/' read "Q/'.
p. 298, line 3. Insert "(/
r
, Q
r
) by (7, Q) and" between "replacing"
and "(/., Q.)».
p. 298, line 3. For "(/„ Q,)" read "(/,., Q,)".
p. 298, line 25. For "7," read "7".
p. 298, line 25. For "7 (/-Q/c+QΠ)" read "/•(/-(Qί'
p. 298, line 26. For "/-(Q / c+QίT read "/-(Qίβ
p. 298, line 28. For "/«/>'" read "/«/ί"'.
p. 298, line 29. For "/ΛQJ' = /ΛQί" read "/nQi
p. 298, line 30. For "Q^" read "Q/".
p. 298, line 31. Insert "CQΊ'" between "IntQίV and "If".
p. 298, line 34. Insert "We may assume that there is no Q'/ of ®"
such that Q'/CQ'Γ between "®"." and "Let".
I thank Professor H. Schubert who pointed out errors in my paper
and gave me useful advice.

